
Intella Connect 1.7.3 Release Notes 

Highlights 

 Intella Connect now supports redaction of items. This feature lets a reviewer mark legally 

privileged or otherwise sensitive information in an item’s text, metadata or graphical content. 

When the item is subsequently exported to a PDF or load file, the sensitive information will be 

blacked out.  

This feature will not work with Internet Explorer 8. 

 A new authorization engine has been introduced, making it possible to create flexible 

authorization rules based on user roles and permissions. Each user can be assigned a set of 

roles for any given case, making the mechanism easily adaptable to both small and large 

organizations. The current set of available permissions allow for controlling: 

o Access to the case. 

o Ability to export items. 

o Visibility of and access to items tagged with specific tags, e.g. all items tagged as 

Privileged. 

 Intella Connect now has a fully featured export wizard, which allows for the creation of highly 

customizable export packages directly from within the web browser. 

Apart from the new Export Sets functionality, which has just been introduced in Intella 1.7.3, the 

supported file formats and exporting options of Intella Connect are now equal to the Intella’s 

desktop version. Export sets will be added in a future version of Intella Connect. 

 Cases can now be configured to start automatically when Intella Connect is started: simply 

check the “Auto-start” checkbox in the Cases panel. 

 Intella Connect can now be partially or fully branded with logos specified by the admin. The 

logos are displayed in various places throughout the application (dashboard, main search 

interface, previewer, etc.). The branding ability requires a separate product license; please 

contact your sales representative or reseller for more information. 

General 
 Improved the caching policy for HTML resources to eliminate browser cache issues when 

upgrading to a newer version of Intella Connect. 

 Improved the speed of retrieving and rendering search results in the Table and List views. 

 Resolved an issue with using spaces in usernames. Such usernames are now accepted and will 

no longer cause any issues when logging into the application. 

Dashboard 
 Resolved an issue with cases failing to share when the SSL configuration is incorrect. 

 Resolved issues with the uploading of an avatar image failing to update the old image (in 

Internet Explorer) and hiding the modal dialog (in Firefox). 



 Resolved an issue with avatars being assigned to users based on their usernames, rather than 

their unique IDs. 

 Resolved an issue with broken case links when SSL is configured. 

Searching 
 The Email Address facet is now showing both the email address and contact name for each 

contact listed in the tree. 

 The Thumbnails view will now allow for selecting multiple items at once when the Shift key is 

held down while clicking. 

 Added an “OCRed” column to the Table view. 

 Resolved an issue with items appearing in a wrong order in the Previewer when the Table view 

was sorted using the “Previewed” column. 

 Resolved an issue with Saved Searches producing server errors when they contained ID List 

searches. 

 Resolved an issue with the Date facet accepting incorrect queries when neither the “From” nor 

“To” parameters were specified. 

Previewer 
 The Previewer now indicates whether the displayed item has already been previewed by the 

current user: see the “Previewed” label underneath the “Flagged” checkbox. 

 Improved the loading speed of the Words tab. 

 Resolved an issue with the Preview tab not working correctly when using Internet Explorer 11. 

 Resolved an issue with the Previewer showing a server error when items were opened directly 

via their URL. 

 Resolved an issue with broken handling of BMP images in the Contents tab. Opening such items 

will now show a proper message about unsupported image formats. 

 Resolved an issue with the “Preview parent” feature failing with a server error. 

 Resolved an issue with the listing of email headers when their values are blank. 

Upgrade notes 
 Intella Connect 1.7.3 can open cases made with all Intella 1.7.x versions. 

 Upon first run Intella Connect 1.7.3 will convert an existing authorizations model (a file called 

auth.xml) into a newer format. Users are advised to back up previous models to prevent any 

accidental information loss. This file is by default located in INTELLA_DIR/auth/auth.xml. 

Browser compatibility issues 
 Despite our efforts in fixing this issue, Internet Explorer 8 still has problems with displaying the 

native view of some documents (PDFs, MS Office files). Since the newly introduced redaction 

feature relies on this functionality, it will also not work properly when using this browser. We 

recommend Intella Connect users to upgrade to a more recent browser. 


